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ABSTRACT

Effective implementation of strategic data-driven health analysis initiatives is heavily dependent 
on the quality of the electronic medical records that serve as the foundation from which to improve 
clinical decisions and, in turn, the quality of care. Although there is a large body of research on the 
quality of healthcare data, a systematical understanding of the methods used to address the issues of 
data quality is missing. This study analyzes research articles in health information systems/healthcare 
informatics on data quality to derive a set of dimensions for understanding data quality. Issues related 
to each dimension are identified and methods used to address them summarized. The issues and 
methods can inform healthcare professionals of how to improve data practices.
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InTRoDuCTIon

Organizations and individuals increasingly rely on information systems (IS) for data-driven decision-
making (ZareRavasan & Krčál, 2021), making it critical to ensure that the data being used is of 
sufficient quality. Poor quality data can cause the loss of revenue and even put lives at risk, especially 
in healthcare. For example, entry errors in a provider system resulted in an inappropriate treatment, 
with a patient developing seizures and requiring intubation (ECRI Institute, 2015). Duplicated drug 
orders entered into two separate prescribing systems used by a hospital resulted in nurses administering 
an excessive amount of insulin to a patient, resulting in death (Rowland, 2014). Furthermore, data 
not collected systematically in electronic medical records (EMR) or other operational systems can 
be of poorer quality, limiting its reuse (Kahn et al., 2016).

The poor delivery of evidence-based practice (James, 2013) and the high rate of adverse events 
(Landrigan et al., 2010) in hospital admissions and general practices motivate service providers to 
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optimize clinical handovers between healthcare settings. This requires extensive efforts to improve 
the internal quality of data and advance the quality of information exchange programs. A substantial 
body of literature has identified the issues that may arise when undertaking these efforts, resulting in 
poor quality of medical or healthcare data (Michel-Verkerke, 2012; Vilic et al., 2016). Research on 
data quality for healthcare has developed several methods to resolve these issues (Prasser et al., 2018; 
Zięba, 2014). However, a systematic understanding of the methods is not available in the healthcare IS/
informatics literature. It would be useful to link methods to data quality issues for two main reasons.

First, using EMR has created the potential to improve the quality of care and address cost-
effectiveness. However, the scope of new risks (e.g., the quality of the data used in healthcare and 
research settings) for patients is still not fully understood (Rowland, 2014). Data quality issues are 
more prominent than in earlier healthcare technology initiatives but have not been taken seriously 
by practice. The widespread use of EMR technology is inevitable, so addressing data quality issues 
needs to be a priority.

Second, previous literature reviews of data quality for healthcare (Arts et al., 2002; Chen et al., 
2014; Johnson et al., 2015; Kahn et al., 2016; Liaw et al., 2013; Thiru et al., 2003; Weiskopf & Weng, 
2013) focus on describing and assessing data quality but do not provide a holistic picture that matches 
the methods to specific issues associated with different dimensions of data quality. As a result, there 
is a lack of studies to depict an overall understanding of methods used to address data quality issues 
in healthcare. Such a study could help healthcare and IT professionals ascertain what work has been 
done to address data quality issues in this field and identify possible gaps for further exploration.

In addition, a challenge arises in that the current data quality literature uses different terms to 
describe data quality dimensions, thus limiting our understanding of different or similar data quality 
dimensions discussed (Kahn et al., 2016; Liaw et al., 2013; Wang & Strong, 1996; Weiskopf & Weng, 
2013). Furthermore, the lack of consistent use of terms that describe data quality dimensions makes 
it difficult to explain different or similar issues for a specific data quality dimension and establish 
relationships between methods and issues associated with different dimensions. Thus, standardizing 
the terms used in the literature for data quality dimensions, identifying the issues associated with 
the different dimensions, and understanding the methods used to address these issues could improve 
our understanding of this phenomenon, as well as the strengths and limitations of current methods, 
and future research needs.

This paper aims to identify definitions proposed for data quality in healthcare, and related data 
quality issues and methods for resolving them. Focusing on the healthcare IS/informatics field, this 
research identifies statistical and computational methods used to address data quality. We propose 
four research questions (RQs) to guide this study:

RQ1: What are the dimensions of data quality in healthcare?
RQ2: What are the relevant issues related to these dimensions of data quality?
RQ3: What are the methods used to address these issues?
RQ4: What are the strengths and limitations of these methods?

We reviewed the current research to identify relevant articles published from the start of 2012 
to June 2022, from highly ranked journals within healthcare IS/informatics journals following the 
guidelines of Wolfswinkel et al. (2013). The review includes relevant articles cited by these papers 
and articles that cite them.

Our study differs from prior literature reviews from three perspectives. First, we adopt a manual 
search from the top healthcare IS/informatics journals based on a set of inclusion and exclusion 
criteria. The consistency of the literature in the highly prestigious outlets could offer a better chance 
to structure and discuss statistical and computational methods to improve healthcare quality enabled 
by IT. Second, we refer to a well-established taxonomy development approach (Nickerson et al., 
2013) in IS to categorize 21 data quality issues under seven unique dimensions of data quality and six 
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methods. Third, we establish relationships between the methods and specific issues under different 
dimensions of data quality that are not fully developed in the related literature reviews (Arts, De 
Keizer, & Scheffer, 2002; Chen et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015; Kahn et al., 2016; Liaw et al., 2013; 
Thiru et al., 2003; Weiskopf & Weng, 2013).

Academic contributions include the development of a systematic understanding of methods 
that can deal with data quality issues for achieving quality clinical decision-making and care. In 
addition, we relate the methods to specific issues under different dimensions of data quality. Practical 
contributions include specifying implications for healthcare professionals to improve data practices 
and helping assess healthcare organizations’ data quality management process.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We next define the dimensions, issues, and methods 
used in this research and review related studies. Then, we explain the research methods. Next, we 
provide the method used for the data extraction and analysis results to address our research questions. 
The next section discusses our findings and contribution and suggests future research areas before 
the conclusion to the research is provided.

DefInITIonS AnD RelATeD STuDIeS

The most important concepts for this study are dimensions, issues, and methods, as they relate to data 
quality. Data quality refers to “fitness for use”. A “data quality dimension” is a set of data quality 
attributes representing an individual aspect of data, such as completeness, accuracy, and timeliness 
(Storey et al., 2012; Wang et al., 1995). Issues of data quality are simply quality problems associated 
with data. These can be errors or anomalies, focusing on the manifestation of the issues under different 
data quality dimensions. Finally, we identified methods used to address data quality issues from 
strategies explicitly described in the literature.

We examine a body of literature that reviews articles regarding the quality of medical and 
healthcare records (Arts, De Keizer, & Scheffer, 2002; Chen et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015; Kahn et 
al., 2016; Liaw et al., 2013; Thiru et al., 2003; Weiskopf & Weng, 2013). Arts et al. (2002) summarized 
studies concerning the analysis of data quality and the procedures for data quality assurance in medical 
registries. Thiru et al. (2003) systematically reviewed the literature concentrating on the measurement 
of data quality in primary care and the reference standards used to assess data quality between 1980 
and 2001. Weiskopf and Weng (2013) and Chen et al. (2014) developed systematic methods to assess 
data quality in electronic health records for research. Liaw et al. (2013) reviewed data quality assessed 
and managed in integrated chronic disease management. Johnson et al. (2015) mined terms used in 
the healthcare data quality literature to describe data quality and organized them into an ontology. 
Kahn et al. (2016) analyzed and organized existing published terms that describe data quality into a 
conceptual framework to support defining, assessing, and reporting data quality findings.

These studies take different approaches to analyzing the data quality literature to advance our 
understanding of healthcare. This literature, however, does not completely integrate the dimensions, 
issues, and methods of data quality in healthcare. For example, some reviews identified several 
methods used to measure specific issues of EMR data under two or three data quality dimensions 
(Chen et al., 2014; Kahn et al., 2016; Thiru et al., 2003; Weiskopf & Weng, 2013). Arts et al. (2002) 
disclosed that issues of completeness and correctness could be reduced using quality assurance and 
control procedures. In contrast, Liaw et al. (2013) proposed that ontology-based approaches that 
were used to solve semantic interoperability problems (concerning consistency) have the potential to 
assess data quality from multiple dimensions for medical data. Then, Johnson et al. (2015) developed 
a harmonized data quality assessment terminology using an ontology. However, identifying specific 
issues for each data quality dimension was not a focus of their study.

In the present study, we apply an iterative taxonomy development process, as Nickerson et al. 
(2013) suggested. Moreover, our review summarizes the strengths and limitations of the methods 
applied to address issues concerning the quality of medical or healthcare data that have not been 
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highlighted in the previous reviews. Finally, our study considers methods used to define and assess 
data quality dimensions and explores methods adopted to reduce and prevent poor data based on 
empirical evidence.

The data quality domain has grown, and its reference disciplines expanded (Sadiq et al., 2011). An 
Electronic Data Methods Forum (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2017a) facilitated the 
use of EMR for research and quality improvement. The sponsored initiatives of quality measurement 
and reporting since 2012 could culminate in developing strategies to improve healthcare quality enabled 
by IT (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2017b). Addressing the current data quality 
status in healthcare IS/informatics would advance health IT to improve patient care and outcomes.

ReSeARCH MeTHoDS

We follow the guidelines of Wolfswinkel et al. (2013) to conduct the review, including (1) defining the 
review scope; (2) searching for the initial list of articles; (3) selecting relevant papers; (4) analyzing 
data from the included studies. Figure 1 shows the research process employed in this review.

Defining the Review Scope
The four activities in this step are establishing the inclusion and exclusion of an article in the data set, 
identifying appropriate fields of research, selecting probable corresponding outlets, and formulating 
search terms (Wolfswinkel et al., 2013).

The inclusion criteria are: (1) we limit the search to articles published in English; (2) We selected 
articles with a publication date between January 2012 and June 2022; and (3) the keyword(s) (e.g., 
“data quality,” “quality of data,” “information quality,” and “quality of information”) emerge three or 
more times in the text’s body (Sadiq et al., 2011; Wang et al., 1995). The removal of papers is based 
on the following exclusion criteria: (1) the theme of the paper does not pertain to data quality in the 
realm of healthcare; (2) the studies do not provide empirical findings themselves; (3) the articles are 
editorials or commentary; (4) the latest impact factor for the source of the paper is below 2.000 in 
the Journal Citation Reports (Thomson Reuters, 2022); (5) the papers are not accessible online; or 
(6) the studies do not answer any question from the RQs. We focused on a corpus of research outlets 
spanning the healthcare IS/informatics field to ensure the quality of the data set in a broad coverage 
of statistical and computational contributions.

To achieve a balanced data set of articles for the analysis (Sadiq et al., 2011; Wolfswinkel et 
al., 2013), we selected the outlets from a survey based on the top journal basket for healthcare IS/

Figure 1. Research process in this review
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informatics (GeorgiaState University, 2016). They conducted the survey to identify the highly regarded 
outlets from health IT experts, to serve as the initial resources in this review. In addition, the consistency 
of the literature reviews in highly prestigious outlets offers the opportunity to discuss the papers more 
deeply (Hanafizadeh & Zareravasan, 2020; Liu et al., 2017; Sadiq et al., 2011). Our search keywords 
contained “data quality,” and alternative terms, including “quality of data,” “information quality,” 
and “quality of information” to screen the papers.

Searching for the Initial list of Articles
Twenty-three journals were selected from the top journal basket for healthcare IS/informatics as 
our initial resources because their impact factors are greater than or equal to 2.000 that meet our 
inclusion criteria. We visited the official websites of these journals and considered each volume 
and issue manually. We screened the candidates from the link of each publication. If “data quality”, 
“quality of data”, “information quality”, or “quality of information” emerged three or more times in 
the text’s body, we included the paper in our initial list of articles. This manual search resulted in the 
identification of 1581 publications.

Selecting Relevant Papers
We eliminated 1510 papers from the initial list of the articles (n = 1581) according to their abstract 
and full-text review based on the exclusion criteria including (1) the theme of the paper does not 
pertain to data quality in the realm of healthcare; (2) the studies do not provide empirical findings 
themselves; (3) the articles are published in editorials and commentary; (4) the latest impact factor 
for the source of the paper is below 2.000 in the Journal Citation Reports (Thomson Reuters, 2022); 
(5) the papers are not accessible online; or (6) the studies do not answer any question from the RQs. 
As a result, 71 papers were selected for further, detailed study. In addition, backward and forward 
snowballing approaches (Jalali & Wohlin, 2012) were adopted to exhaust the data (Wolfswinkel 
et al., 2013) and enrich our sample size. Regarding the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 21 papers 
remained after the abstract and full-text review in the snowballing process. Thus, 92 papers remained 
for further analysis. (The following link is available to see the included papers: https://www.dropbox.
com/s/yvj8mi6ysmnx021/ Appendix%201% 20Included%20papers.docx?dl=0

AnAlyzInG DATA fRoM THe InCluDeD STuDIeS

To address the research questions, we first studied four main outcomes of the relevant papers including 
(1) definitions of data quality in healthcare which used in the articles; (2) issues that the papers were 
addressed; (3) methods used to respond to the issues; and (4) strengths and limitations of these methods. 
However, not every paper contained a complete set of definitions, issues, and methods. Second, we 
extracted and recorded direct responses from publications for the three main outcomes (definitions, 
issues, and methods) in a form. Third, after completing the form, we reviewed the definitions of 
data quality used in the papers and removed duplicated terms that describe data quality. Then, we 
categorized these definitions into distinct dimensions of data quality in healthcare using the taxonomy 
development approach (Nickerson et al., 2013). We also analyzed the lists of issues and methods of 
resolution similarly. Last, we mapped the issues related to the different data quality dimensions from 
the papers to those dimensions of data quality and their methods identified in the literature.

ReSulTS

The first portion of the research focuses on the dimensions of data quality. The second portion of 
the studies in the review highlight the issues that healthcare organizations face to achieve better data 
quality. These issues are related and dependent on the dimensions, and therefore, we discuss them 
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together. While there has been a consensus on the need for better adoption of healthcare IS (Li et al., 
2013; Najaftorkaman et al., 2013; Najaftorkaman et al., 2015), because of the expensive process of 
fully customized IS (Saleem et al., 2015) and socio-technical issues that occurred because of human 
interventions (Sittig & Singh, 2010), data quality issues are unavoidable (Alshawi et al., 2003). So, 
making the best out of generated healthcare data is necessary to achieve quality in clinical decisions 
and care. For this to happen, the literature has adopted statistical and computational methods to 
improve the data quality depending on issues related to data quality dimensions. We also discussed 
these methods and their relationships with the issues they are resolving below.

Dimensions of Data Quality in Healthcare: Definitions and Related Issues
The overall starting point has been mentioned in the Introduction, and one of our objectives is to 
identify definitions proposed for data quality in healthcare and related data quality issues (see Table 
1). We developed Table 1 through taxonomy development, which includes (1) having a flat list of 
definitions of data quality in healthcare and the related issues based on the literature; (2) separating 
the list into several relevant groups; and (3) giving each group an appropriate name according to their 
similarities. Using the taxonomy development approach, we identified and classified the dimensions 
that were used to construct data quality in healthcare, including: (1) Completeness, (2) Correctness, 
(3) Currency, (4) Consistency, (5) Usability, (6) Relevance, and (7) Duplication. Table 1 presents the 
keywords associated with, and used to identify, the seven dimensions. These keywords can search 
for similar research. We also present the definitions extracted from the relevant papers in Table 1. 
We detail these dimensions below:

• Completeness: Completeness is defined regarding relevance. Completeness can be interpreted 
as coverage of baseline features or data required for a particular disease [S17, S52, S90, S91]. 
It can also refer to the right amount of available data [S76, S78, S79, S80, S81, S82, S83, S86]. 
Although several attempts in the literature have addressed missing values, completeness has 
been repeatedly reported as a challenge in practicing healthcare data programs. Completeness 
has been related to Availability, Coverage, Presence, and Comprehensiveness.

• Correctness: Correctness in healthcare data has been defined concerning validity [S5, S36, 
S53, S58, S70] and accuracy [S49, S62, S68, S76, S77, S78, S79, S80]. The literature has 
identified several issues resulting from incorrect data in healthcare settings. First, human errors 
can significantly contribute to incorrect data in healthcare settings. The errors can occur when 
entering data into a computerized system [S25, S34, S38, S65], or writing paper-based records 
[S2, S6, S14, S34]. Second, values can be out of the defined range of measurement [S54]. Third, 
in some situations, data has been misused in terms of what they were supposed to mean [S68]. 
Other reasons for incorrect data include illogical patterns [S26], typographical problems [S9, 
S27], and media discontinuity [S2, S6]. Correctness has been related to Accuracy, Validity, 
Trustworthiness, and Plausibility.

• Currency: Currency is defined as whether the data in a system is associated with a recent 
measurement [S5, S22], and is known as timeliness [S5, S47, S50, S59, S68, S69, S70, S76, S78, 
S81], including temporal stability and spatial stability [S56]. Sáez et al. [S1] state that currency 
is not only related to time but can also be special. For instance, there are treatment and drug 
advocacies related to particular regions. Commonly, one treatment or drug can be acceptable in 
one medical authority while banned in another. Hence, they define currency as a measure that 
includes both current conditions and the place of patients [S1].

The papers addressing currency in the data argue that, in healthcare settings, the data may lack 
currency because of either unexpected and undesired changes in, for example, patients’ conditions, or 
data entry delays. For instance, a patient’s condition may change when it was expected to be stable, 
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Table 1. A summary of keywords and issues related to dimensions of data quality in this review

Dimension Definitions Related issues

Completeness 
(Availability) 
(Coverage) 
(Presence) 
(Comprehensiveness)

Presence of all data [S58, S87] or a 
value for a given data element [S2, S60] 
for a patient 
Items that should be recorded and be 
available for each patient [S25, S57] 
Availability of baseline features or data 
that is required for a particular disease 
[S17, S52, S90] 
Comprehensiveness of the content and 
whether enough data is provided for a 
specific task [S23]

CI1: Missing values [ S2, S6, S7, S20, S21, 
S25, S26, S27, S30, S31, S32, S34, S35, S38, 
S43, S45, S58, S59, S60, S63, S64, S72, S73, 
S74, S75, S76, S77, S79, S80, S82, S83, S84, 
S85, S89, S91, S92] 
CI2: Inappropriate measurement of missing 
values (e.g., zeros) [S9, S35] 
CI3: No source documents [S54, S85, S86, 
S92]

Correctness 
(Accuracy) 
(Validity) 
(Trustworthiness) 
(Plausibility)

Valid responses [S5, S59] for requests 
A truth [S3, S12] for the details of 
patients 
Degree of accuracy and precision within 
a real-world situation [S56] 
A valid and appropriate record with 
correct measurements between 
acceptable ranges [S17, S87]

AI1: Random errors of data entry [S25, S34, 
S38, S65] 
AI2: Transcription errors or typographical 
problems [S2, S6, S9 S14, S27, S34, S75, 
S76, S77, S79, S84, S85] 
AI3: Errors that occur during media 
discontinuity [S2, S6, S72, S83, S85] 
AI4: Value lies outside the defined range of 
measurement [S54, S85, S88] 
AI4: Misuse in respect to the “meaning of 
data” [S68] 
AI5: Illogical patterns[S26]

Currency 
(Timeliness) 
(Temporal stability) 
(Spatial stability)

Degree to which measurement is current 
with a patient’s conditions [S1, S22] 
Degree to which measurement is current 
with a patient’s place [S1] 
An element in the electronic health 
record that is a representation of the 
patient state at a given point of time 
[S3, S12, S41, S56]

EI1: Unexpected or undesired changes in 
patients’ conditions through time [S1, S51] 
EI2: Late data entry [S5, S6, S76, S92]

Consistency 
(Comparability) 
(Concordance) 
(Reliability) 
(Conformance)

Adherence to other data sets and if the 
measurements were to be repeated the 
same results would be obtained [S2, S3, 
S12, S28, S41, S58, S62] 
Degree to which data meet specific 
constrains and rules [S56, S87] 
A unified data type, format and standard 
[S17, S47] 
Ease of access and understanding of 
database or repository [S47]

SI1: Different content between past and 
present [S25] 
SI2: Contradiction of standards in integrity 
[S28], terminology and coding rules [S34, 
S57, S68, S71, S75, S84, S85] 
SI3: Lack of relations between data sources 
or between diagnoses and procedures [S25, 
S54, S84, S89]

Usability 
(Contextualization) 
(Accessibility)

A data element that makes sense in 
using other knowledge about what that 
element is [S3, S12, S41]

UI1: Non-structured free text [S25] 
UI2: Non-documentation or documented in 
the wrong place [S15, S17] 
UI3: Complexity in representation (Sariyar 
et al., 2013) 
UI4: Inappropriate granularity (Sariyar et 
al., 2013)

Relevance 
(Predictive value)

Degree to which data meets current and 
potential needs from users [S47, S56]

RI1: Lack of planning or lack of knowledge 
for future analysis [S47, S56]

Duplication 
(Repetition) 
(Uniqueness)

Degree to which data contains 
repetitions that represent the same entity 
[S56]

DI1: Lack of integrated systems [S4] 
DI2: Lack of relationships between data 
sources [S35, S85, S88]
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resulting in no scheduled examination [S1, S51]. The literature in this area has used Timeliness, 
Temporal and Spatial stability as relevant keywords for currency.

• Consistency: Three different definitions of data consistency have been identified in the literature 
on IS healthcare. These definitions refer to the adherence of the data to other data sets, with 
standards and constrains [S2, S3, S12, S28, S41, S58, S62, S81, S82]. Laberge and Shachak [S47] 
argue that, in the cycle of care for patients, the value of each piece of data should be comparable 
at each point of care with the other data sets and, therefore, the comparability of the data with 
its constraints and rules is also another perspective of consistency. Rahimi et al. [S17] defined 
consistency as meeting the data format and standards set in the data.

One of the main reasons for inconsistency in healthcare settings is related to the currency of data 
[S25]. In practice, data is inconsistent among different resources because some of the data sets have 
not been updated with the latest data. The lack of integrated systems may also create inconsistency 
in the data used and generated in healthcare settings. Dentler et al. [S25] provide an example of poor 
integration of systems that coordinate diagnoses and procedures. Consistency has been used in the 
literature related to Comparability, Concordance, Reliability, and Conformance.

• Usability: Data usability in the healthcare IS/informatics literature has been defined as the ease of 
understanding and accessibility of data [S47]. One of the main issues in the usability of healthcare 
data is non-structured free texts. Dentler et al. [S25] state that healthcare practitioners are used to 
free-text descriptive inputs, which makes the process of the data and, accordingly, the usability 
of it more difficult. Furthermore, because of a busy schedule, events in the healthcare settings 
or even the patients’ data may lack documentation or be documented incorrectly or timely [S15, 
S17]. Medical professionals abstractly document diagnoses, resulting in poor data utilization. In 
contrast, listing too much detail can lead to complex data and a consequent lack of usability [44]. 
To improve data usability, data is appropriately annotated in the context where it was acquired 
[S56]. The papers in our data set concerning healthcare IS/informatics employed usability with 
Contextualization and Accessibility.

• Relevance: The relevance of data in healthcare settings is defined as whether the data represents the 
needs for current or potential analysis [S47]. The lack of awareness of the type of analysis needed 
when constructing a healthcare IS is one reason for poor relevance [S47]. García-de-León-Chocano 
et al. [S56] note that the lack of planning for future analysis may cause irrelevant data collection 
in healthcare. Predictive value has been used in association with the relevance of healthcare data.

• Duplication: Duplication is defined as the multiple existences of the same data entity (e.g., a 
patient in the data set) [S56]. Poor system integrations [S4] and the lack of relationships between 
data sets [S35] may cause data duplication. Duplication of healthcare data could concern repetition 
and uniqueness.

MeTHoDS

In addition to the dimensions of data quality associated with the issues summarized in this study, we 
also identified the methods used to address these data quality issues in this review. These methods 
were generated by a similar process as the development of Table 1 and divided into six categories 
in addressing the issues of data quality: (1) Percentage Estimate; (2) Measure of Jensen-Shannon 
Divergence; (3) Measure of Inter-Rater Reliability; (4) Patient’s Flow Model based on Event Logs; 
(5) Data Quality Ontology; and (6) Fellegi–Sunter Record Linkage Extension. Some of these methods 
were used in multiple dimensions of data quality. In addition, researchers have attempted to address 
the issues by using both qualitative and quantitative methods. Table 2 outlines these methods with 
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their strengths and limitations. We discuss these methods by addressing the relevant data quality 
issues in the literature below:

• Percentage estimate: A percentage estimate is a ratio-based calculation showing the degree 
to which a data element meets the needs of data users. A specific ratio is used as a benchmark 
for data quality. Therefore, if data elements do not match that ratio, we will not consider them 
in the analysis requested by the users. Tosti et al. [S50] recommend using past EMR as a pool 

Table 2. A summary of methods used to address data quality issues in this review

Method Description Strengths and Limitations

Percentage estimate 
(PE)

A particular ratio is used as a benchmark 
for the users’ acceptance of data quality and 
therefore, if data elements do not match with 
that ratio, they will not be considered in 
the analysis requested from users. The ratio 
could be estimated when using previously 
successful analyses.

Strengths
quantitatively evaluate and compare discrepancies of data items 
easy and efficient to apply queries in medical data when the removed 
data items can be traced back for improvement [S5] 
Limitations
only select the data that is most appropriate regarding its quality

Measure of Jensen-
Shannon divergence 
(MJSD)

It is a method of measuring the similarity 
between two probability distributions.

Strengths
convenient to compare the datasets by a convergent measure bounded 
between zero and one [S1] 
calculate the degree of similarity between the datasets and decide if 
the degree of the change over time or sources of data entry indicates 
currency or correctness[S1] 
Limitations
the probabilistic space becomes sparser leading to ineffective 
comparison when the number of variables increase [S51]

Measure of Inter-Rater 
Reliability (MIRR)

A statistical method is used to assess the 
degree to which different data entry points 
are consistent of the same data item.

Strengths
not limited to the changes of a particular split of data [S1, S51] 
independent on the rubric against which the data item is being 
measured for continuous data [S1, S51] 
Limitations
unable to distinguish the data entry point that has entered the data 
incorrectly or inconsistent with other entries (Killen, 2005)

Patient’s Flow Model 
based on Event Logs 
(PFM)

Ordering of activities with the intention 
is used to discover all possible paths. The 
activities are ordered chronologically using 
timestamp data extracted from EMR. This 
gains insights into the data quality of the 
various fields used in each phase.

Strengths
identify the underlying phases of the patient’s journey in which the 
medical records may miss values or provide duplication [S35] 
trackback to the source of the problem by knowing exactly the time 
stamp for which the issue occurred [S35] 
generalize a best practice process to program medical record software 
packages and adopt them in medical practices [S35] 
Limitations
lack an automatic time stamp; instead different attempts of data entry 
have been used as time stamps [S35]

Data Quality Ontology 
(DQO)

An ontology provides a means for its users 
to consistently and accurately use uniform 
terminology about the same entities in some 
domain and enables automated auditing of 
data quality for requests.

Strengths
an automated auditing of data quality for an analysis [S17, S41, S42] 
can be used as data quality assurance in the data entry points where the 
medical records that do not match the ontology automatically cannot 
get accepted by the system (Sahoo et al., 2013; Vandenbussche et al., 
2013), and be served for data quality assessment [S46]. 
Limitations
the dependency of the ontology model to the practitioners that should 
be interviewed and the data sample that should be tested [S17, S41, 
S42]

Fellegi–Sunter Record 
Linkage Extension 
(FSRLE)

A method provides more data for the same 
entity through combining independent data 
sources.

Strengths 
enable development of automated imputation for missing values [S43] 
has high sensitivity to detect most match pairs and generate no false 
positive matches [S43]. 
Limitations 
the repetition of pre-computing the imputation rule set when linking 
each pair of data sets [S43] 
the inability of precise imputation for the distance of missing values 
[S43]
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of historical data to estimate the ratio. Puttkammer et al. [S5] used the percentage estimate to 
filter data with missing values. Percentage estimate has, similarly, been used to address: errors 
of data entry (removing the data item entered by a particular entry node that has demonstrated 
the accuracy of less than the percentage estimate); lack of integrated relationships between data 
sources, complexity in representation; inappropriate granularity; late data entry (removing the 
data item entered by delay more than the percentage estimate); and contradiction of standards.

• Measure of Jensen-Shannon divergence: The Jensen–Shannon divergence is a method of 
measuring the similarity between two probability distributions. This method can compare two 
datasets. Sáez et al. [S1, S51] utilize this method to identify unexpected or undesired changes in 
EMR through time or places. Sáez et al. [S1, S51] identify the temporal changes in the patient’s 
conditions and therefore notify the need to update the data for better currency. However, the 
application of the Jensen-Shannon divergence measure is not limited to the currency of medical 
data. Although it has not been found in the set of relevant papers, the method can also compare 
the data entered by different resources and identify the errors in data entry, helping to increase 
the correctness of medical data. The correctness and the currency of electronic medical data 
can, thus, be verified through comparison with datasets entered by other sources or through 
time and space [S74].

• Measure of Inter-Rater Reliability: The measure of inter-rater, also known as inter-observer, 
reliability is a statistical method used to assess the degree to which different data entry points 
are consistent with the same data item. Hirdes et al. [S31] used this method to identify random 
errors regarding the correctness of medical data. They calculate the correlation between data 
entry points on continuously monitored patient data, which provides the data’s reliability 
measure. As the correlation between data entered at various points increases, the reliability of 
the data items increases as well. To have consistent data, Lambdin et al. [S52] use inter-rater 
reliability to address the lack of relationships between data sources used by physicians during 
the diagnosis and procedures in a hospital. Although Hirdes et al. [S31] used this method to 
measure the reliability of continuous data, Lambdin et al. [S52] measured categorical medical 
data reliability. Here, the percentage of agreement among data entry points in a category in the 
hospital calculates the consistency of the data item.

• Patient’s Flow Model based on Event Logs: The Patient’s Flow Model focuses on ordering 
activities intending to discover all paths. The activities are ordered chronologically using 
timestamp data extracted from EMR. The patient’s flow model is suited for discovering abnormal 
flow because it relies on timestamp data. Perimal-Lewis et al. [S35] used Disco (Fluxicon, 2012) 
as a software tool to extract the phases based on the timestamps logged in EMR and constructed 
the patient’s flow model, called the patient’s journey, in an emergency department. They then 
used this model to gain insights into the data quality of the various fields used in each phase. 
Similarly, Benevento et al. [S88] modeled treatment processes of lung cancer in the healthcare 
environment using process mining techniques based on system logs, to identify unacceptable 
events or redundant activities.

This method can identify missing values of each patient’s record by comparing them with those 
entered in the same time frame in other records. Then, a missing value in a particular timestamp can 
be likely assumed to have the value of the same variable in another time stamp if, in other records, 
the value has not changed between these two stamps. The method argues that if the value has not 
been entered and is missing, it probably was not highlighted to medical staff, despite its changes 
[S35, S88]. Duplicated records occur because of a lack of integrated systems, but can be identified 
and removed by comparing the medical records in time stamps [S35, S88].

• Data Quality Ontology: An ontology provides a vocabulary of terms, meanings, and relationships 
used in various application contexts (Borst, 1997). Ontologies presenting the relationships between 
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entities in the application domain have been proposed to assure the quality of information by 
representing the relationships between the entities and the requirements of information quality in 
a domain (Tartir et al., 2005). For example, Rahimi et al. [S17] constructed an ontology model 
that has been implemented in EMR to automatically ensure data quality for querying Type 2 
Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) patients. The researchers incorporated completeness, correctness 
and consistency as dimensions of data quality. They generated their ontology model based on 
the terminology given in chronic disease management and interviews with practitioners. The 
ontology captures the terminology used in T2DM and the related information in EMR. This could 
prevent the contradictions of standards of integrity, terminology, and coding rules. Mapping the 
ontology to medical records resulted in identifying the records that do not satisfy these conditions 
and also helped address duplicate data [S88].

• Fellegi–Sunter Record Linkage Extension: Record linkage methods provide integrated 
information for the same patient by combining different data sources with one or more nonunique 
fields (also quasi-identifiers) [S27, S43], entailing deterministic (Durham et al., 2010) and 
probabilistic approaches (Herzog et al., 2007) to matching records. By extending the Fellegi–
Sunter method of record linkage (Fellegi & Sunter, 1969), Ong et al. [S43] developed three 
methods to use the data available better and discard fewer data in record linkage, including Weight 
Redistribution, Distance Imputation, and Linkage Expansion. The researchers first removed 
fields with missing values from the set of quasi-identifiers and reconstructed the weight from the 
missing attribute according to relative proportions in the remaining available linked fields, and 
then represented the distance between the fields of missing values instead of the missing values. 
Finally, they added prior non-linkage fields to the linkage field to complement the corresponding 
responses for the missing values.

DISCuSSIon

The literature on dimensions of healthcare data quality appears to be sparse and inconsistent (Kahn 
et al., 2016; Liaw et al., 2013; Wang & Strong, 1996; Weiskopf & Weng, 2013). Our findings agree 
with “fit to the purpose” definition of data quality. We identified relationships amongst the dimensions 
of data quality, the issues that challenge these dimensions in healthcare settings, and the methods 
that can be implemented to improve the already generated data. We can also use these findings to 
manage and improve healthcare organizations’ data quality.

Depending on the application of data in the healthcare setting, various dimensions of data quality 
suggest different issues. The methods attempt to resolve the issues of achieving quality data that could 
cause high-quality clinical decisions and quality of care. Improving healthcare data quality relates to 
pre- and post-data generation efforts. Before generating data along a healthcare or clinical process, 
use managerial practices to align information systems with daily practices and produce better data 
quality. In addition, after generating data, statistical methods and technical solutions can improve 
the quality of already generated data, although this may be limited depending on the context of the 
application domain.

RQ1: What are the dimensions of data quality in healthcare? Findings: Seven dimensions of data 
quality are identified: (1) Completeness, (2) Correctness, (3) Currency, (4) Consistency, (5) 
Usability, (6) Relevance, and (7) Duplication.

RQ2: What are the relevant issues related to these dimensions of data quality? Findings: Twenty-one 
issues are summarized in Table 1. More and more data is constantly being collected. However, the 
amount of valuable resources, with their potential to improve the clinical decisions and quality 
of healthcare settings, compounds the data quality issues specified in Table 1. Our findings 
contrast with prior notions blaming poor data quality on data entry (Grimes, 2010; Johansen et 
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al., 2008). Challenges in healthcare data quality are much more complex, with the main issues 
summarized in Table 1.

RQ3: What are the methods used to address these issues? Findings: we categorize six methods from 
the included studies: (1) Percentage Estimate; (2) Measure of Jensen-Shannon divergence; (3) 
Measure of Inter-Rater Reliability; (4) Patient’s Flow Model based on Event Logs; (5) Data 
Quality Ontology; and (6) Fellegi-Sunter Record Linkage Extension.

RQ4: What are the strengths and limitations of these methods? Findings: The strengths and limitations 
of each method used to address data quality issues are summarized in Table 2.

Table 3 presents a holistic picture of future research into appropriate methods to improve 
healthcare data quality.

Whereas statistical and computational methods have addressed various data quality, a general 
agreement on how these methods can guarantee data quality is missing. There have been several issues 
that have not been addressed. For instance, missing values causing concerns about the completeness 
of data in healthcare settings has brought great attention to these methods. Several methods have 
addressed errors in data entry, resulting in correctness issues in data quality. Several methods have 
attempted to resolve the lack of relationships between data sources. While the literature has been 

Table 3. Data quality in healthcare: dimensions, issues and methods

Dimensions of Data 
Quality in Healthcare Issues

Methods

PE MJSD MIRR PFM DQO FSRLE

Completeness

CI1 × × × ×

CI2

CI3

Correctness

AI1 × × ×

AI2 ×

AI3

AI4 ×

AI5

AI6

Currency
EI1 ×

EI2 ×

Consistency

SI1

SI2 ×

SI3 × ×

Relevance RI1 ×

Usability

UI1

UI2

UI3 ×

UI4 ×

Duplication
DI1 ×

DI2 × × ×
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extensive in identifying the relevant dimensions of data quality to healthcare settings and their issues, 
the methods proposed to resolve them cover little of these issues. This lack of coverage motivates 
researchers for future developments.

ConTRIBuTIonS AnD lIMITATIonS

The healthcare IS/informatics literature adopted inconsistent terminologies. Hence, our study first 
categorizes seven single dimensions in data quality. “Duplication” is identified in the current work 
that is not included in previous reviews. We then developed a taxonomy of data quality dimensions 
for the healthcare IS/informatics community that could facilitate using consistent terms to describe 
data quality. We also present the keywords under each dimension, contributing to the bibliographic 
searches’ basket.

The second contribution is a unique study that describes specific issues for each data quality 
dimension in healthcare. The study reveals 21 specific data quality issues under different dimensions 
and shows the overlap among these dimensions. For example, we can consider the lack of relationships 
among data sources as an issue related to consistency, resulting in incomplete data, inaccurate data, or 
duplicates in data linkage. Thus, the data quality dimensions cannot be isolated directly and heavily 
relate to users’ purposes.

Finally, this paper identified the methods adopted to resolve issues for achieving quality data, 
providing a clear picture of linking the methods to the issues under different data quality dimensions 
that were not delineated in previous literature reviews. The findings from Table 3 imply that no 
single method can address all the issues regarding data quality. Table 3 also discloses some issues 
that require further exploration. Table 4 summarizes the differences between this review and related 
studies and proposes potential areas for future research.

Table 4. A summary of the differences between this review and related studies and proposed potential areas for future research

Findings of data 
quality in healthcare Prior studies This review Potential areas for future 

research

Dimensions

Multiple dimensions of data 
quality have been identified in 
prior reviews (Arts et al., 2002; 
Chen et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 
2015; Kahn et al., 2016; Liaw 
et al., 2013; Thiru et al., 2003; 
Weiskopf & Weng, 2013).

Categorizes seven single 
dimensions of data quality, 
including duplication 
dimension that is not 
included in prior studies.

To develop an assessment 
indicator system with 
specific measures and 
indicator weights for each 
data quality dimension in 
healthcare, serving as the 
guidelines for data quality 
assessment in healthcare.

Issues

Identifying and conceptualizing 
data quality issues under each 
dimension has received limited 
attention from prior reviews.

Specifies relevant issues for 
each data quality dimension 
in healthcare.

To identify the relationships 
between data quality issues, 
contributing to better root 
cause analysis and problem 
solving.

Methods

Data quality methods used to 
address the issues under each 
data quality dimensions have 
not been completely integrated 
in prior reviews.

Identifies methods used to 
address data quality issues 
with their strengths and 
limitations. 
Links these methods to 
the identified issues under 
different data quality 
dimensions.

To specify strengths and 
limitations of methods that 
assist in better addressing 
the latter. 
To further explore the 
methods used to respond 
to the issues that have not 
been addressed as shown in 
Table 3.
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Practically, the study informs healthcare professionals how to determine their data quality using 
multiple dimensions, which were categorized to help assess the data quality improvement process. 
In particular, machine learning is modern and widely used to discover patterns from healthcare data 
sources and provide strong capabilities to predict diseases. Incomplete, inaccurate, and inconsistent 
data can lead to drastic degradation in prediction for machine learning models (Gudivada et al., 2017). 
Defining data quality dimensions (e.g., completeness, correctness, and consistency) to assess the 
datasets and ensure their data quality helps develop better machine learning models. For 21 specific 
data quality issues identified, healthcare professionals could better understand how poor data occurs 
and how to improve data practices.

The study is limited in that the literature review was limited to selected journals and publications 
within ten years. Furthermore, relying on our classification, we did not contact original researchers 
for consultation.

fuTuRe woRK

• Dimensions: The data quality dimensions are needed to use consistently. Additionally, 
“Duplication” can be used as one dimension to construct data quality for a given purpose.

• Issues: Identifying specific issues under different data quality dimensions with root causes 
could help decision-makers determine an appropriate solution and guild audiences’ efforts on 
the same issues.

• Methods: The strengths and limitations of methods used to address data quality issues should 
be specified. Recognizing such strengths and limitations could help address the latter.

Researchers would benefit from the body of data quality research from healthcare IS/informatics 
and other areas and integrate the existing theories and methods into their research. Therefore, our 
literature review also proposes the following opening questions for further study: (1) For each of the 
seven dimensions of data quality, what are the characteristics of healthcare IS/informatics to avoid the 
associated issues? (2) How can statistical and computational methods be assessed and used to improve 
the quality of already generated healthcare data to achieve a better quality of clinical decisions and 
overall better quality of care? We present additional potential research areas in Table 4.

In practice, the findings of data quality dimensions identified in this review can assess how good 
is the data at hand and determine whether this data can support decision-making. Practitioners would 
also benefit from our findings to find a data quality issue and identify its root causes for resolution. 
In contrast, the data quality methods discussed in the study can serve as references (e.g., select an 
appropriate method or combine methods from Table 2 based on their strengths and limitations) to 
address data quality issues and improve healthcare data quality.

ConCluSIon

Through a systematic literature review, this paper has identified a set of dimensions that are important 
when dealing with data quality in healthcare IS. The extracted data was aggregated and analyzed 
to answer 4 RQs. Dimensions, issues, and methods to address the issues related to healthcare data 
quality were discussed, and we made proposals for future research. In addition, we presented the 
importance of improving data quality, patient care, and better clinical decisions as this research’s 
motivation and potential impact.

This study identified seven dimensions including (1) Completeness, (2) Correctness, (3) 
Currency, (4) Consistency, (5) Usability, (6) Relevance, and (7) Duplication, with 21 specific issues 
under different dimensions. Furthermore, we retrieved six methods used to address these issues: 
(1) Percentage Estimate; (2) Measure of Jensen-Shannon divergence; (3) Measure of Inter-Rater 
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Reliability; (4) Patient’s Flow Model based on Event Logs; (5) Data Quality Ontology; and (6) 
Fellegi–Sunter Record Linkage Extension. After mapping the methods to related data quality issues, 
we presented a few opening questions as potential future research topics. We hope these questions 
outlined in this paper will stimulate growing interest in improvements for addressing data quality 
issues by healthcare IT in teams. In addition, an appreciation of this topic can also be of practical 
use, as healthcare professionals increasingly use EMR and other operational systems in healthcare 
settings and improve their data practices.
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